ABSTRACT The dead center position (or singular position) is an important kinematic characteristic in mechanical design. However, its identification is a challenging task and becomes even more complex in multi-loop planar linkages (or manipulators). According to graph theory and transmission angle, this paper proposes a method to identify the dead center positions of single-degree-of-freedom (DOF) planar linkages. The planar linkages can be denoted by a set of independent loops based on topological structural analysis of the kinematic chains and a structural decomposition. According to the relationship between the mobility factor w i and loop factor f i in the same independent loop, the dead center positions can be located when the new planar linkages containing the corresponding instantaneous virtual loop are formed by adjusting f i to equal to w i or (w i -1), in which the corresponding transmission angle is equal to 0 • and 180 • . The Jacobian method for identifying the dead center position is then used to verify the proposed method. Furthermore, the dead center positions of the single-DOF 10-bar and 12-bar planar linkages are solved. The proposed method is systematic and programmable and can be applied to any single-DOF multi-loop linkage regardless of the number of independent loops or types of joints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph theory is a branch of mathematics that considers a graph as the object of study. In graph theory, the points and lines connecting two points usually represent certain things and a particular relationship between them, respectively. For mechanical design, graph theory has been widely used for the structural analysis and synthesis of kinematic chains. Based on graph theory, Crossley [1] proposed a simple algorithm to solve Gruebler's equation for constrained kinematic chains, which leads to other problems, especially for mechanisms with negative, or two or more degrees of mobility. Subsequently, he [2] studied the permutations of kinematic chains of eight members or fewer from the graph theoretic
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perspective. Using graph theory, Davies [3] introduced an extension of Manolescu's classification of planar kinematic chains and mechanisms of mobility M≥1, which enable the representation of general theorems concerning the structure of many kinematic chains, including those relating to mechanisms of mobility. Dobrjanskyj and Freudenstein [4] applied graph theory to three general tasks: (a) the comparison of a mechanical structure with another, (b) the automatic sketching of the structural components of a mechanism, and (c) the systematic structural classification of a particular class of mechanisms.
The dead center position (or singular position) of a planar linkage is an instantaneous configuration where the planar linkage may be out of control momentarily and has zero mechanical advantage. Therefore, this position is usually harmful and needs to be avoided. The property of singularity has attracted considerable amount of research. Gosselin and Angeles [5] identified three types of singularities by considering the input-output instantaneous relationship of kinematic chains of the planar linkage, which depends on whether the forward instantaneous kinematics problem or the inverse instantaneous kinematics problem is solvable. The forward singularities can be called dead center positions, and are input related. At such positions, linkages may be out of control momentarily, and have zero mechanical advantage [6] . The derivative of the output with respect to the input becomes infinite [7] .
For single-DOF planar linkages with up to two independent loops, the singularity problem (dead center position) has been studied in [5] - [13] , but becomes more challenging with the increasing complexity of the multi-loop planar linkage, where the number of independent loops are three at least. Di Gregorio [10] , [12] , Sen and Mruthyunjaya [14] used the conception of the instant centers and Jacobian matrices to solve the singularity problem, but the instant centers should be found, firstly, and when the planar linkages are indeterminate mechanisms, which means Kennedy's theorem does not directly apply, the proposed method in Ref. [10] should be used, which can locate all the instant center positions of any single-DOF planar linkage, but it depends on some complex equations. Zlatanov et al. [15] used velocity equations to analyze the singularity of mechanisms, but the process of solution is complex. Wang et al. [16] employed the discriminant method and the conception of joint rotation space to identify the full rotatability of a Watt linkage, which is a visual method to analyze the singularity problem, but it does not work when the number of loop of the linkages is greater than three. Myszka et al. [17] utilized the loop closure equation to compute the singularity traces and points of single degree-of-freedom linkages, but the range of application is limited. Inspired by Myszka's research, Almestiri et al. [18] constructed the singularity trace for single degree-of freedom, closed-loop linkages, which include prismatic and revolute joints. Garcí a et al. [19] applied the continuity c n of the laws of motion to analyze the inverse kinematics problem at the configurations of the dead center position for any planar single degree-of-freedom linkages. However, based on an analysis of the velocity and acceleration, the mentioned method is complex. Shen et al. [20] designed a compact exoskeleton according to the type and dimensional synthesis of singledegree-of-freedom planar linkages with only revolute joints. Wang et al. [21] used equivalent linkages to find the dead center positions of planar single-degree-of-freedom complex linkages, but the equivalent linkages are difficult to form. Wang et al. [22] proposed a decomposition method to analyze the singularity problem of multi-DOF multi-loop linkages. The method is universal but requires prior manual analysis.
In the above-mentioned studies, the relevant methods can be mainly classified into three cases as follows: (a) the loop equation method [5] - [19] ; (b) the equivalent method [21] ; and (c) the decomposition method [22] . Although they can determine some dead center positions of linkages, they also have clear disadvantages. The loop equation method [5] - [9] , [11] , [13] - [16] , [19] works in the case where the structures of the linkages are simple, such as Stephenson linkage, Watt linkage, and single-DOF eight-bar planar linkage, but fails when dealing with complex, multiple-loop planar linkages, such as single-DOF 10-bar and 12-bar planar linkages, indicating that it is not widely applicable. The equivalent method [21] first needs to find the instant centers, which is a challenging problem. The drawback of the decomposition method [22] is efficiency, given that the method cannot be programmed.
In order to solve dead center positions of the complex planar linkages more efficiently, this paper proposes an approach to analyze the dead center positions of single-DOF, multiloop planar linkages. Based on the topological graph, structural decomposition and transmission angle, the problem of dead center identification can be solved through the following three main steps: (1) Form a set of independent loops of the planar linkages. (2) Discriminate the relationships between loop factor f i and mobility factor w i in the corresponding loop. (3) Adjust f i to equal to w i or (w i − 1) to obtain the new planar linkages containing the instantaneous virtual loop, in which the transmission angle is able to equal to 0 • or 180 • . Using the proposed method, the dead center positions of single-DOF, multi-loop linkages, such as single-DOF 10-bar and 12-bar linkages, can also be located, where there is no need to find the instant points, firstly. The method can be programmed to automatically identify the dead center positions of planar linkages according to the topological graph and corresponding adjacency matrix.
II. BASIC CONCEPTION A. TOPOLOGICAL GRAPH AND ADJACENCY MATRIX
In the process of linkage synthesis, topological graph is used to replace the kinematic graph of the linkages, and vertices denote the links of the kinematic chain and the edges denote the joints. For example, the kinematic graph of Stephenson linkage is shown in Fig. 1(a) , and Fig. 1(b) shows the corresponding topological graph. For convenience of computeraided structural synthesis, the adjacency matrix can be used in the topological graph, where its elements are defined as:.
where a ij denotes an element of the adjacency matrix and n is the number of vertices in the graph.
B. LOOP AND PATH OF TOPOLOGICAL GRAPH
The definition of a path for the topological graph is that one consisting of an alternating sequence of vertex and edge. It is also an open loop in the topological graph, which means that no vertex or edge appears more than once, and the starting and ending vertices are different. If the starting and ending vertices in a path cross, the path becomes a closed loop, or a loop. In Fig. 1(b) , successive connecting vertices 3, 2, and 1 can form path P(1). The successive connecting vertices 1, 4, 3, and 2 can form the loop 1, called as L (1) . For convenience, L(i)(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) can be defined as an n-dimensional array, where n is the number of vertices of the topological graph. For L(i), the jth element (the rightmost element is the first one and the leftmost element is the last one) indicates the relationship between vertex j and loop i, which can be obtained by the following rule: If there are vertices in loop i, the corresponding element is one; otherwise, it is zero [23] . According to this rule, L(1) is expressed as vertex 6 5 4 3 2 1
Analogously, path 1, P(1), can be expressed as vertex 6 5 4 3 2 1
The number of vertices in a loop is defined as the size of 
C. LOOP OPERATION AND ANALYSIS
There are two kinds of loop operations [23] , [24] , the and the ⊕ operations. For the operation, L(a) L(b), for example, means that the obtained elements come from the result of the subtraction operation, where the value of every element in L(a) subtracts the corresponding one in L(b). If the difference is greater than zero, the result is one; otherwise, it is zero. The output of the operation between L(a) and L(b) shows that the relevant vertices exist in loop a but not in b. The result of L(a) L(b) can be expressed as P(a b). In Fig. 1(b) , L(1) L(2) is shown as follows:
The ⊕ operation is defined as the addition operation between loops, and implies adding every corresponding element of the two loops. L(a) ⊕ L(b) means to stack every element in L(a) and the corresponding element in L(b). If the sum of each bit element of L(a) and L(b) is greater than zero but smaller than the local degree of the corresponding vertex, the result is one; otherwise, it is zero. In Fig. 1 (2) is shown as follows:
where
, which is formed by vertices 1, 4, 3, 5, and 6, indicating that the loop can be represented by other loops with the ⊕ operation. If an independent loop set is obtained, the total topological graph can be expressed. According to Euler theorem, the independent number of loops v satisfies the following equation for a polygon meshwork with n vertices and m edges:
Thus, if the loop set is independent, its number of loops is identical to that of independent number of loops v and satisfies the condition whereby all other loops in the topological graph can be obtained through the ⊕ operation in the loop set. For example, in Fig. 1(b) , loop set {L(1), L(2)} exemplifies this case. There are three loops in Fig. 1 
In terms of the discussion above, the topological graph can be represented by the independent loop set, which means that the complex linkage can be simplified into several loops. However, this is not sufficient for a singularity analysis of the planar linkage. To solve this problem, the conception of the mobility factor, which was proposed to analyze the rigid chain of mechanism synthesis by Ding [24] - [26] , is applied to identify the dead center position of the planar linkage. The mobility factor, w i , is an index that represents the mobility capability of the independent loop in the independent loop set, the value of which is defined as follows under the condition of the independent loop set {L(1), L (2) For (1), and any loop except L(1), L(2),. . . , and L(k-1) in the independent loop set can be selected as L(k).
In Fig. 1 (b), w 1 is the mobility factor of L(1) in the inde-
2) LOOP FACTOR
Loop factor, f i (i = 1, 2,. . . , n), is an index that represents the mobility capability of the single loop, which is defined as the following rules. When the input joint does not reach its rotation limit or the passive joints do not lie on common straight line, named as first loop factor, the value of the loop factor is equal to the number of degree of freedom of the single loop (i.e., f i = F i = 3(n-1)-2j, where n is the number of kinetic links and j represents the number of joints). When the input joint reaches its rotation limit or the passive links are folded or stretched on common straight line, called as second loop factor, the value of the loop factor f i is equal to (F i -n), where n is the number of the times of the folding or stretching operation, is normally 1. According to the definition, in Fig. 1(a) , when the link 2 is given as the input, and does not reach the rotation limit, the loop factor f 1 = 1. If the passive links 3 (1) and 4 become on common straight line, the loop factor f 1 = 0. Actually, the case the input joint reaches its rotation limit or the passive joints lie on common straight line in a n-bar single loop, may be understood as that the n-bar single loop momentarily degenerates a virtual (n-1)-bar single loop, where the instantaneous DOF of the linkage changes but the finite DOF not. It is worth noting that the linkage, where the passive joints lie on common straight line, is the special case for the linkage whose input joint reaches its rotation limit.
E. TRANSMISSION ANGLE
Transmission angle is defined as the angle between the output link and the coupler. It is usually taken as the absolute value of the acute angle of the pair of angles at the intersection of the two links and varies continuously from minimum to maximum value as the linkage goes through its range of motion [27] .
Taking the four-bar linkage ( Fig. 2) as an example, the transmission angle µ can be obtained by the following equation.
Transmission of motion is impossible when transmission angle is 0 • or 180 • . If transmission angle is zero, no torque can be realized on output link, i.e., mechanism is at its dead center position [28] . The mechanical advantage of a mechanism is the ratio of the output force (or torque) divided by the input force (or torque). In a linkage, the transmission angle quantifies the force transmission through a linkage and directly affects the mechanical efficiency. Clearly, the definitions of transmission angle depend on the choice of driving link [29] .
III. TECHNOLOGY MAPROAD
Graph theory is a tool to describe the relationship of the joints and the links in a planar linkage, but not taking in account the dimensions of the planar linkage, which means a topological graph may represent lots of planar linkages. Taking the four-bar planar linkage as an example, according to Grashof criterion, planar four-bar linkage can been classified into five kinds [29] : double cranks linkage, crank-rocker linkage, change point linkage, double rockers linkage, and ternary rockers linkage, all corresponding to the same topological graph, as shown in Fig. 3 . For that reason, when identifying the dead center position of a four-bar planar linkage, the corresponding transmission angle, which is based on the precise size of the links, must be used. As mentioned above, the dead center position (or singular position) of a planar linkage is an instantaneous configuration where the planar linkage may be out of control momentarily and has zero mechanical advantage [6] - [7] , [9] , [11] , which means, it has three features: instantaneous configuration [6] - [7] , [9] , [11] , momentarily lose mobility [6] - [7] , and the corresponding transmission angle equals to 0 • or 180 • [27]- [29] . A planar linkage is at the dead center position when the three features are concurrently satisfied.
For Fig.3 , as we all know, when the input link is selected, the crank-rocker, double rockers and ternary rockers planar linkages have the dead center positions, i.e., the yellow case in the Fig. 3(a) , (c), (d), and (e), in which the passive links lie on a common straight line. The change point is a special case, which had been discussed in Ref. [27] , [29] - [30] . In addition, It should be noted that the blue case in (d) and (e), are not the dead center positions of the four-bar planar linkage, where the input link reaches its limit, but the corresponding transmission angle is not equals to 0 • or 180 • . Actually, the cases are the singular configurations belonging to the inverse instantaneous kinematics problem, however, the dead center position is the forward instantaneous kinematics problem [6] - [7] . It is clearly to see that when the input link and the output link exchange in the blue case, the dead center of the four-bar linkage happens. Deviating from this case, the Stephenson planar linkage discussed in Case 1 has the dead center position when the selected input link reaches its rotation limit, owing to the corresponding transmission angle is equals to 0 • or 180 • . According to the discussion above, this paper classifies the dead center position into two kinds: (a) input rotation limit, (b) passive links lie on a common straight line [11] . When a single-DOF planar linkage is at dead center position, the input link reaches its rotation limit (including the change point case), but the passive links may not lie on common straight line. On the contrary, when the passive links of a planar linkage lie on a common straight line, the input link must reach the rotation limit, and the corresponding transmission angle should be equal to 0 • or 180 • , that is, the corresponding planar linkage must be at the dead center position. The relationship is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the case input rotation limit does not be contained in the following criterion, the detailed explanation is made in Case 1.
For the proposed method, the topological graph and transmission angle are used to identified the dead center position of the planar linkage. According to the three features, this paper identifies the dead center position by folding or stretching the passive links on a straight line in corresponding loop to form the instantaneous virtual loop. If the passive links can be folded or stretched, which means, the corresponding transmission angle is able to be 0 • or 180 • (if not, the dead center do not occur), and the instantaneous virtual loop can be formed, indicating the instantaneous DOF of the linkage changes but the finite DOF not, i.e., the planar linkage becomes a instantaneous configuration and loses mobility, momentarily. It is easy to see that how to obtain the corresponding folding and stretching operation, which is expatiated in the section 4, is the core for dead center identification.
IV. DEAD CENTER IDENTIFICATION A. FOLDING AND STRETCHING OPERATION FOR DEAD CENTER IDENTIFICATION
Contrasting the mobility factor of the independent loop with the first loop factor, the difference is used to determine the corresponding folding or stretching operation, and establish the instantaneous virtual loop to located the dead center positions. The process of identification of the dead center position of the planar linkage is as follows:
Step 1: Change the kinematic graph of the planar linkage into the corresponding topological graph and obtain the adjacency matrix.
Step 2: According to graph theory, choose the independent loops and form the independent loop set{L(i)}.
Step 3: Obtain the mobility factors of the independent loops w i (i = 1, 2,. . . , n) and the corresponding loop factor f i (i = 1, 2,. . . , n) using structural decomposition .
Step 4: Check whether the mobility factor w i of the independent loop is equal to the corresponding loop factor f i .
Step 5: From to the results of step 4, adjust the relationship between f i and w i in the corresponding loop by folding or stretching the passive links on common straight line to form the instantaneous virtual loop. This step is the key to identify the dead center position of the single-DOF planar linkage. If the instantaneous virtual loop can be formed, which means, the corresponding transmission angle is equal to 0 • or 180 • , then, the dead center position occurs. Furthermore, it should be noted that the passive links become collinear but not a unique link. In consequence, the finite DOF of the planar linkage does not change.
Step 6: Obtain the loop set including the instantaneous virtual loop from step 5.
Step 7: Combine the loops to form new sub-graphs of the planar linkage. For single-DOF planar linkages, according to the definition of dead center position, that is, the dead center position of a single-DOF planar linkage occurs when the input link reaches its rotation limit or passive joints lie on a common straight line [11] , [31] , and the corresponding transmission angle is equal to 0 • or 180 • . Obviously, the new planar linkage with the instantaneous virtual loop is at the dead center position.
Step 8: Obtain the singular positions of the new sub-graphs.
Step 9: The dead center positions, obtained from step 8, are equivalent to the dead center positions of the original planar linkage. Thus, the singularity problem of planar linkages has been solved.
B. CRITERION FOR DEAD CENTER IDENTIFICATION
According to the structural decomposition of kinematic chains, planar linkages can be classified into two cases based on the relationship between the loop factor and the mobility factor in the corresponding independent loop. Using the proposed method, the two cases can be solved slightly differently, therefore the following criterion can be proposed to solve the singularity problem of a planar linkage for convenience.
Criterion: For a single-DOF multi-loop planar linkage, the planar linkage can be represented by a set of independent loops using Graph Theory. In corresponding loop, the relationship between the loop factor and the mobility factor can be used to locate the dead center positions of the linkages. When the loop factor is not equal to the mobility factor primitively, the value of the loop factor f i can be adjusted to equal to the mobility factor w i by folding or stretching the passive links on a common straight line in corresponding loop to form the instantaneous virtual loop, where the instantaneous DOF of the linkage changes but the finite DOF not. The new planar linkage with the instantaneous virtual loop is an instantaneous configuration, where the dead center position occurs. When the loop factor is equal to the mobility factor primitively, comparing with the case above, the only difference of the identification is that the value of the loop factor f i is adjusted to equal to the mobility factor (w i − 1). Furthermore, It is worth noting that if w i is negative, w i is assigned a value of zero for analysis.
For simplicity, the Stephenson linkage and Watt linkage are used as examples to explain how the proposed method works.
1) STEPHENSON LINKAGE
Singular Position: The dead center position of the planar linkage is related only to choices of the input joints regardless to the positions of the output joints, indicating that different input joints in the same planar linkage lead to different dead center position. For the Stephenson linkage, there are two choices of input joint according to the characteristic of the kinematic chain [6] , [11] , [13] , [21] : (1) input joint in the four-bar loop; and (2) input joint not belonging to the four-bar loop. When the input joint is in the four-bar loop, the dead center is at the position where the passive joints become collinear. If the input joint is not given in the four-bar loop, such as link 6 in Fig. 6(a) , a dead center position occurs when the three lines of links 2, 4, and 5 intersect at the point H (the case three lines of links 2, 4, and 5 are parallel to each other, can be seen as a special case, in which the intersection H is at infinity).
Dead Center Identification: According to the structural decomposition of the kinematic chains, the mobility factor is different if different choices of the independent loop set 77166 VOLUME 7, 2019 Case 1: In Fig. 1(b) , if the four-bar loop containing vertices 1, 2, 3, and 4 is called the independent loop L(1), and the fivebar loop 1-2-3-5-6 is the independent loop L(2), the mobility factor w i and the loop factor f i can be obtained as follows:
For the independent loop L(1), the first loop factor is one, as is the mobility factor, which means that the single loop can move normally. For independent loop L(2), the first loop factor is two but the mobility factor is one in Fig. 1(b) . The second loop factor f 2 is adjusted to equal to the mobility factor w 2 , by folding or stretching the input link 6 and the adjacent link 1, which shows that the input link 6 (Fig. 6(a) ) reaches its rotation limit [11] , [31] - [32] , where the transmission angle µ is equal to 0 • or 180 • [28] , [30] , [33] - [34] . As a result, the five-bar loop1-4-3-5-6 changes into the instantaneous virtual loop 1 -4-3-5 (red loop). Furthermore, the new planar linkage with the instantaneous virtual loop is an instantaneous configuration, and has the zero mechanical advantage, which means, it is the dead center position of Stephenson linkage ( Fig. 1(a) ), when the link 6 is given as the input link, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , whose three lines of links 2, 4, and 5 intersect at point H. Due to the technology maproad (Fig. 4) , the case is the input link reaches its rotation limit and the passive links do not lie on a common straight line, it can be identified by the proposed method according to the example above. However, the dead center position of this kind planar linkage except Stephenson linkage, is not easy to predicate whether the input rotation limit reaches. For that reason, the proposed criterion does not contain it. As a result, it may lose some dead center positions when the proposed method is used. The Case 1 herein is just used for integrity. Actually, it should be noted that vast majority of planar linkages can reach its rotation limit and the passive links lie on a common straight line, simultaneously. Only few planar linkages reach its rotation limit, but the passive links cannot lie a common straight line at same time, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , but the transmission angle is also equal to 0 • or 180 • . The dead center of the Stephenson planar linkage and the validity of the proposed method are illustrated by the Jacobian method in section 6.
Case 2: In Fig. 1(b) , the five-bar loop 1-2-3-5-6 is called the independent loop L(1) and the four-bar loop 1-2-3-4 is the independent loop L(2). According to the structural decomposition of kinematic chains, the mobility factor w i and the loop factor f i can be obtained as follows:
For independent loop L(1), the first loop factor is two, as is the mobility factor. For independent loop L(2), the first loop factor is one but the mobility factor is zero. Adjusting the second loop factor to equal to the mobility factor, the instantaneous virtual loop is formed by stretching links 3 (1) and 4 of the four-bar loop 1-2-3-4 on a common straight line in Fig. 6(b) , where the transmission angle µ 1 is equal to 0 • or 180 • [28] , [30] , [33] - [34] . The new planar linkage containing the instantaneous virtual loop, corresponds to the case the Stephenson linkage is in the singular position when the active link is link 2, where the driven links 3 (1) and 4 become collinear. The blue loop, in Fig. 6(b) , represents the instantaneous virtual loop.
2) WATT LINKAGE
Singular Position: The kinematic graph of the watt linkage, which contains two four-bar loops, is a symmetrical structure. the input joint must be in the four-bar linkage, such that the singular position only occurs when the passive joints become collinear [6] , [16] .
Dead Center Identification: In Fig. 7(b) , the 1-2-3-4 four-bar loop is called independent loop L(1), and the 1-4-5-6 four-bar loop is L(2). The mobility factor w i and the loop factor f i can be obtained as follows:
For independent loop L(1), the first loop factor is one, as is the mobility factor. For independent loop L(2), the first loop factor is one, as is the mobility factor. According to the criterion, it is the case that the loop factor and the mobility factor are identical, the loop factor f i should be adjusted to equal to the new mobility factor (w i − 1). That is, the fourbar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual three-bar loop (the red loop) by folding or stretching links 3 and 4 (1) on a common straight line in Fig. 7(a) , where the transmission angle µ 1 is equal to 0 • or 180 • [33] . The new planar linkage with the instantaneous virtual loop is obvious at the dead center position. Actually, it can be explained as the case the not-input links 3 and 4 (1) in the four-bar loop coincide when the input link is given as link 2. The dead center position of the new planar linkage is the singular position of the Watt linkage. In addition, other dead center positions can be obtained based on the different choice of the independent loop set with the proposed method.
V. APPLICATION OF DEAD CENTER CRITERION A. SINGLE-DOF FOUR-BAR PLANAR LINKAGE
Dead Center Identification: For the single-DOF four-bar linkage (Fig. 8) , which contains only one loop, it is clear that the first loop factor is same to the mobility factor. According to the criterion, the dead center position occurs when the planar four-bar linkage changes into the instantaneous virtual three-bar loop (the red loop) when the second loop factor f 1 =(w 1 − 1) = 0. The case in Fig. 8(a) is an example where the active link is link 2, and the not-input links 3 and 4 become collinear, where the transmission angle µ is equal to 0 • or 180 • [28] - [30] . 
B. SINGLE-DOF EIGHT-BAR PLANAR LINKAGE
Dead Center Identification: Past researches on the dead center positions of single-DOF eight-bar linkages can be found in [21] , [35] , where the authors utilized the instant centers or equivalent linkages to solve the problem. However, some instant centers are usually not easy to find. The proposed method presents a straightforward approach for the dead center identification of single-DOF multi-loop planar linkages. Taking the eight-bar linkage ( Fig. 9(a) ) as an example, the eight-bar planar linkage can be expressed by three independent loops. In Fig. 9(b) , independent loop L(1) is a 1-2-3-4 four-bar loop, independent loop L(2) is a 2-5-7-6-3 five-bar loop, and the 3-6-7-8-4 five-bar loop is L(3). The mobility factor w i and loop factor f i can be obtained as follows: 
For independent loops L(1) and L(2), the first loop factors are equal to the mobility factors. For independent loop L(3), the first loop factor is two but the mobility factor is zero. According to the criterion, if the second loop f 3 is adjusted to equal to the mobility factor w 3 , the five-bar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual three-bar loop by folding or stretching links 6, 7 (2) , and 8 on a common straight line (the red segment) in Fig. 9(a) . As a result, the corresponding transmission angle µ is able to equal to 0 • or 180 • . Therefore, the new planar linkage with the instantaneous virtual loop can be explained as the single-DOF eight-bar planar linkage, given link 2 as input, is at the dead center position, where the driven links 3 (1) and 4 (1) are collinear. The consequence is identical to the Ref. [21] , [35] .
C. SINGLE-DOF 10-BAR PLANAR LINKAGE
Dead Center Identification: For the complex of the multiloop planar linkage, the dead center positions of single-DOF, VOLUME 7, 2019 10-bar, and 12-bar linkages are difficult to identify. According to the mentioned method, the single-DOF 10-bar planar linkage can be expressed by four independent loops. In Fig. 10(b) , independent loop L(1) is the 1-2-3-4-5-6 sixbar loop, independent loop L(2) is the 4-5-6-7 four-bar loop, independent loop L(3) is the 6-7-8-9 four-bar loop, and the 1-6-9-10 four-bar loop is L(4). The mobility factor w i and the loop factor f i can be obtained as follows:
L ( 
For independent loop L(1), the first loop factor is three, as is the mobility factor. For independent loop L(2), the first loop factor is one but the mobility factor is zero. For independent loop L(3), the first loop factor is one and so is the mobility factor. For independent loop L(4), the first loop factor is one and the mobility factor is zero. The first loop factor of independent loops L(2) and L(4) are not equal to their mobility factors. According to the criterion, if the second loop factor f 2 is adjusted to equal to the mobility factor w 2 , the four-bar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual threebar loop by folding or stretching passive links 4 (2) and 7 (1) (the red segment), in which the corresponding transmission angle µ 1 is able to equal 0 • or 180 • . In Fig. 10(a) , the new planar linkage with this instantaneous virtual three-bar loop has zero mechanical advantage, which implies it is at the dead center position. If the second loop factor f 4 is adjusted to equal to the mobility factor w 4 , the four-bar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual three-bar loop by folding or stretching links 6 (2) and 9 (1) (the blue segment) (Fig. 10(a) ), in which the corresponding transmission angle µ 2 is able to equal 0 • or 180 • . The new planar linkage with this instantaneous virtual three-bar loop is also at the dead center position. The result is same to the Ref. [35] .
D. SINGLE-DOF 12-BAR PLANAR LINKAGE
Dead Center Identification: A single-DOF 12-bar planar linkage can be expressed by five independent loops. In Fig. 11(b) , independent loop L(1) is the 5-8-9-10-11-12 six-bar loop, independent loop L(2) is the 6-7-8-9-12 five-bar loop, independent loop L(3) is the 5-6-7-8 four-bar loop, the independent loop L(4) is the 3-4-5-6 four-bar loop, and the 1-2-3-6-12 five-bar loop is L(5). The mobility factor 
For independent loop L(1), the first loop factor is three, as is the mobility factor. For independent loop L(2), the first loop factor is two but the mobility factor is one. For independent loop L(3), the first loop factor is one and the mobility factor is -1. For independent loop L(4), the first loop factor and the mobility factor is one. For independent loop L(5), the first loop factor is two and the mobility factor is one. The first loop factor of independent loops L(2), L(3), and L(5) are not equal to the mobility factor. According to the criterion, if the second loop factor f 2 is adjusted to equal to mobility factor w 2 , the five-bar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual four-bar loop by folding or stretching links 6 (2) and 7 (the yellow segment), in which the corresponding transmission angle µ 1 is able to equal 0 • or 180 • , in Fig. 11(a) . If the second loop factor f 3 is adjusted to equal to mobility factor w 3 , the four-bar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual three-bar loop by folding or stretching links 7 and 8 (1) (the red segment), in which the corresponding transmission angle µ 2 is able to equal 0 • or 180 • . If the second loop factor f 5 is adjusted to equal to mobility factor w 5 , the fivebar loop degenerates the instantaneous virtual four-bar loop by folding or stretching links 1 and 12 (1) (the blue segment), in which the corresponding transmission angle µ 3 is able to equal 0 • or 180 • . The new planar linkage with the corresponding instantaneous virtual loop may be obtained to locate the dead center position of the original planar linkage.
VI. DEAD CENTER IDENTIFICATION WITH JACOBIAN METHOD
The Jacobian method is used as a common mathematical tool to analyze dead center problems in mechanisms [8] , [21] , [36] . It is employed here to verify the above conclusions for the dead center identification of single-DOF multi-loop linkages with the proposed method. The constraint equation of a linkage can be written as follows:
where q 1 , q 1 , . . . , q M represent M joint input parameters and ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ N represent N output joint parameters. Differentiating Eq. (65) with respect to time yields
The above equation (66) can be expressed as
. . , N) and (Fig. 6a) 
Eq. (81) is also the condition that the three lines AB, CD, and EF intersect at common point H ( including the case three lines AB, CD, and EF are parallel to each other). This can be obtained by considering the sine law between triangles BHC and CHE. Applying the sine law for triangle BHC,
Similarly, applying the sine law for triangle CHE,
Therefore, if lines AB, CD, and EF intersect at common point H, the resultant equation (82) can be obtained from Eqs. (82) and (83). Thus, Eq. (81) is the condition that AB, CD, and EF intersect at a common point H, as shown in Fig. 6(a) , that is, the same result can be achieved, given that the proposed method can obtain the dead center position directly.
VII. CONCLUSION
Based on the conception of topological structural analysis of kinematic chains, structural decomposition and transmission angle, this paper proposes a method to identify the dead center positions of single-DOF, multi-loop planar linkages. By adjusting the relationship between the loop factor f i and mobility factor w i in the same independent loop, the instantaneous virtual loop can be formed, which means the corresponding transmission angle is able to equal to 0 • or 180 • , as a result, the dead center positions are easily located. Using the Jacobian method, the validity of the proposed method is proved, and the dead center positions of the single-DOF 10-bar and 12-bar planar linkages can be located using the mentioned method. Due to the topological graph and the adjacency matrix, the method is programmable, and is widely applicable to any multi-loop linkage regardless to the number of independent loops or types of joints.
In comparison with other methods in the literature, the proposed method has three advantages as follows:
Wider applicability. In the loop equation method [5] - [19] , the difficulty lies in forming the loop equations, but the method does not always work because of the complexity of multi-loop planar linkages. The proposed method is based on the topological graph of planar linkages, and can be applied to any multi-loop linkage regardless to the number of kinematic loops or types of joints.
Straightforward. In the equivalent method [21] , the first step is to find the corresponding instant centers. As we know, finding the instantaneous centers of planar linkages is challenging. It is more complex in case of multi-loop planar linkages, but it can be easily done using the proposed method.
Automatic. The decomposition method [22] is a geometrical method that can be applied widely but requires artificially decomposing planar linkages, because of which its efficiency is low. The proposed method can be programmed according to the topological graph and the adjacency matrix, and thus the process of identification of the dead center position of the planar linkage can be automated.
